[Research of influencing of ecological factors of Antarctic on capacity of human for adaptation].
A purpose of work is a study of influencing of ecological factors of Antarctic on the physiological functions of human and development of technologies of increase of adaptation stability of organism. Antarctic influences of heliophysicals factors are studied on the organism of human. It is set that natural hertzian waves with a frequency spectrum identical of brain of human biorhythm, straight influence on electric activity as a reaction of synchronization. It is shown that the reactions of the system of circulation of blood of human in Antarctic are closely associated with the changes of barometric pressure and humidity, have hypoxical genesises and depend on polymorphism of gene of HIF-1alpha. It is shown that the study of negative influence on the organism of ecological factors in the conditions of absence of factors of technogenidc origin is instrumental in development of new technologies of prophylaxis of morbidity and saving of capacity of human as in extreme terms so in the conditions of the modem status of ecological surroundings.